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Your astrological horoscope (natal chart) at birth is an important key to your personality and character, but your natal chart is not the last word about you. As time moves on after the moment of your birth, the Sun, Moon, and planets continue to circle through the heavens forming ever-changing kaleidoscopic patterns in relation to your own birth chart, bringing out or obscuring this or that part of you.

It can be useful to know how these ongoing planetary patterns relate to your life, and that is what this report is about. Here we calculate the primary astrological changes in your chart and interpret them so that you can see at a glance what is happening at any given time. Your events are arranged and interpreted chronologically, by well-known astrologer Michael Erlewine, and each event includes date and time, keywords, astrological indicator, and an astro-tarot card. We hope you enjoy your forecast.

### John Boehner

**Nov 17, 1949**  
12:00:00 PM EST  
Reading, OH  
081W00'00", 040N00'00"

**Report:** Jan 01, 2011 to Mar 31, 2011  
**Place:** Washington, DC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planet</th>
<th>Sign</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>House</th>
<th>House Cusps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>Libra</td>
<td>18°Li36'</td>
<td>8th</td>
<td>00°Aq21'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Scorpio</td>
<td>25°Sc01'</td>
<td>10th</td>
<td>16°Pi17'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>Scorpio</td>
<td>22°Sc35'</td>
<td>9th</td>
<td>25°Ar00'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venus</td>
<td>Capricorn</td>
<td>12°Cp10'</td>
<td>12th</td>
<td>22°Ta49'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>Virgo</td>
<td>11°Vi53'</td>
<td>7th</td>
<td>14°Ge54'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>Capricorn</td>
<td>27°Cp41'</td>
<td>12th</td>
<td>05°Ca46'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturn</td>
<td>Virgo</td>
<td>17°Vi50'</td>
<td>8th</td>
<td>00°Le21'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uranus</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>04°Ca25'</td>
<td>5th</td>
<td>16°Vi17'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neptune</td>
<td>Libra</td>
<td>16°Li19'</td>
<td>8th</td>
<td>25°U00'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pluto</td>
<td>Leo</td>
<td>18°Le12'</td>
<td>7th</td>
<td>22°Sc49'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midheaven</td>
<td>Scorpio</td>
<td>22°Sc49'</td>
<td>14°Sg54'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ascendant</td>
<td>Aquarius</td>
<td>00°Aq21'</td>
<td>05°Cp46'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the tradition of astrology the planets have always been interpreted separately from the Sun and the Moon, which are called “The Lights,” and for good reason. They literally light up our life and their combined interaction describes the essence of what is happening to us at any given time. Although called “The Moon Report,” any mention of the Moon automatically involves the Sun, and of course, our Earth. These three, the Sun, Moon, and Earth, in their endless interaction are perhaps the single most important factor to observe in astrology.

The ever-changing relationship in the sky between the Sun and the Moon is perhaps most obvious at the Full Moon, but as we know, it is going on all the time. This report tracks the Sun-Moon relationship as it relates to your particular natal horoscope and birth chart, detailing all of the major events that take place in the current month for a specific life area and planet.

The Moon has always represented the ‘mother’, meaning anything that nurtures or cares for us, our support system, however that is made up. It also indicates our emotional makeup, how we feel about things, and the nostalgia of the past - where we came from.

On the other hand, the Sun represents the ‘father’ principle and the future, where we are heading toward and, to some degree, the means we have to get there. The Sun burns brightly, while the Moon is cool and comforting. The two together mark the endless play between the past and the future, and we here on Earth, are caught right in the middle, that is: the present.
Your Pluto Forecast

Pluto stands for true transformation, experiences that touch us so deeply, make us feel so vulnerable, that we are somehow changed forever. This planet is also not noted for being gentle and subtle, but rather sudden and dramatic. A Pluto experience is seldom forgotten and often marks a pivot or turning point in our lives.

This forecast is about how the planet Pluto figures in your natal chart and what it portends for the immediate future. In this calendar will be marked the days and times when we can work with the force of changes, as well as those when we will be better off waiting for another time. We hope you enjoy it.
Pluto in your Natal Chart

Before we present your Pluto forecast for the coming months, let's review how the planet Pluto is configured in your natal or birth chart. What follows is an interpretation of Pluto at your birth to the Sun, Moon, and other planets. It should help to give you a general idea of how you related to matters of vulnerability and transformation. Here goes:

Put Up with Change
A little burst of energy usually gives you a wee bit of latitude for dealing with what could be some deep-seated emotional issues or just plain eruptions from the past. Best to embrace all of these, even if it means humbling yourself, for the sake of bringing through the best that can be made of this experience. You can be too sensitive, perhaps with feelings of vulnerability.

Signs of Change
You tend to push thing to a turning point, where change is finally manifest, and in a clear, and possible somewhat intense, form. You like to make your point, one that clearly alters the status quo and can be seen.

A Sign of Change
You may come across too strongly, or touch on sensitive subjects with words, writing, speaking, and are probably very persuasive. Whatever the case, your point is clear and you probably make quite an impression.

Power Links
You can take advantage of times to use your more compulsive side to finish up some project already in the works or half done. You can push past obstacles (and there are some), and get into the fine details of completing this work.
Pluto Semisextile Mars (Waxing)

**Plans to Control**
You have an natural drive to get to the bottom of something and to gain control, and perhaps to make changes, and this is important enough to you to make careful plans in this regard.

Pluto Quincunx Jupiter (Waxing)

**Networking**
Access to power, the way or path to power (career) is the controlling issue here. Your skills should be directed at building infrastructure, finishing something up that is already in motion, as opposed to starting anything new.

Pluto Semisextile Saturn (Waxing)

**Plans for Change**
Your attempts or plans to contain or control deep inner feelings are nothing, if not organized, and you definitely have a method in your madness, a very detailed plan.

Pluto Semisquare Uranus (Waning)

**Deep Impact**
You find yourself involved in a careful examination and scrutiny of depth psychology, deep and penetrating insights, with an eye to what is superfluous. You keep to what is simple, and to you that is profound.

Pluto Sextile Neptune (Waxing)

**Change Blocked**
You may have experiences of deep acceptance, of a more spiritual nature, that dawn on you, but these can meet with all kinds of minor resistance that prevents or delays it from really getting across and being understood. Working through the resistance furthers.
Your Pluto Forecast

Now that we have reviewed how Pluto is configured at your birth, let’s get to the heart of this report, a forecast as to how Pluto (matters of change and transformation) will play out in the coming months. These are the actual transits that will occur between the Sun, Moon, and other planets in relation to Pluto, laid out in an easy-to-read calendar-like format.

Each event will be described by date, day of the week, and include an interpretation written by astrologer Michael Erlewine about how that event might appear in your life. This includes a brief keyword description, when you can expect this event to be exact, the astrological jargon professional astrologers can read, and even a little tarot-like card image to jump-start your imagination.

By reading through the activity of Pluto forecast in the coming months, you basically have a roadmap of how this planet will manifest its nature and play out in your life. We hope you enjoy your forecast.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>The Cauldron</td>
<td>Drawing conclusions, bringing a time of perhaps emotional unrest and vulnerability to an end is what now is all about. String your pearls of wisdom gained and let the rest float. Waiting is good.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>Ideas for Change</td>
<td>Here is a time, perhaps not particularly conscious, when there is deep insight touching into any raw nerves you might have lying around, and we all have them. These imprints can provide insight into your own inner need for change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>Plans to Change</td>
<td>Deep, and perhaps dark, sensitive areas of our mind have been stirred, and the various thoughts that emerge give rise to action, or at least plans for action, the need to do something about what we have felt and thought.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>Barriers to Change</td>
<td>At best, a time of strict control of the more sensitive areas of your mind, but more likely mini eruptions from the past or deep-seated memories need to be worked into the fabric of your day-to-day life. A need to distinguish these moments from those quite-normal obstacles that arise to be dealt with. There could be very sensitive issues aired.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>Put Up with Change</td>
<td>A little burst of energy gives you a wee bit of latitude for dealing with what could be some deep-seated emotional issues or just plain eruptions from the past. Best to embrace all of these, even if it means humbling yourself, for the sake of bringing through the best that can be made of this experience. A sensitive time, perhaps with feelings of real vulnerability.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Signs of Change
Something of a turning point, where power struggles and emotionally sensitive moments could give way to actual signs of progress in these areas, actually manifesting something real that all can see. Equally, this could mean embarrassing eruptions from the past or our subconscious.

Changes Blocked
Sensitive issues are front and sensitive and any progress in those areas met head-on with one obstacle or another. Don’t be dissuaded from progressing. These blocks are more to do a need on your part to consider a more tactful and responsible approach to this information.

Tying Up Loose Ends
Hammer on home on how you handle powerful disruptive emotions, skeletons in your closet, and whatever makes you feel most vulnerable. Now is the time to explore these issues, connecting them into some network that works better than the one you have up till now. Not a time to speculate, but one to tie in your psychology in an organized fashion.

The Experience
At best, this could be an experience of how deep your emotions can run, perhaps rattling a few skeletons in your closet. At worst, this can be an emotionally harrowing time, complete with volcano-like eruptions from your past and white-knuckle hanging on.

Training
Getting hold of or a handle on what could be described as emotionally disruptive parts of your psyche is welcome at this point. The experience is passing, and you should be aware of it enough to own it and take control. However, don’t expect an easy job of it. It will take awareness and work to make it right.

Bend with Change
Getting hold of or a handle on what could be described as emotionally disruptive parts of your psyche at hand. However, don’t expect an easy job of it. It will take awareness and work to make it right. Most of all, it will be hard times if push on as you have in the past. Time for a more giving approach, as in “giving in.”
Conserving
Getting a little distance on your own sensitive emotions is in order. Time to call it a wrap, and to begin sorting out the empty cans from the full ones, taking an emotional inventory. Some sense of humor may be required, for this may be sensitive stuff.

Public Control
A shift in perspective allows you to let slip any personal attachment (not that there is probably much anyway) to possible disrupting experiences or emotions, and take a more objective point of view. The distance lets you accept what has passed, and put it into perspective. You can own it.

Plans to Change
Deep thoughts, rising to mind, are grasped enough to be understood, and manage to formulate themselves into plans or structures that call our for implementation, to be worked into the fabric of our lives.

Emotionally Critical
Picking through the trash of an experience that may have been very emotional and touched on some raw nerves is easier now that you have both the much-needed energy to handle it, and some real objectivity to examine it. Sort it out and look for those pearls of wisdom. As for the rest? Forget about it.

Hard Changes
The end of what may have been a moving experience, one that involved extreme sensitivity and even vulnerability on your part. This hardship may continue, but can be avoided by accepting the whole thing, and letting it go. Let it pass.

The Cauldron
Drawing conclusions, bringing a time of perhaps emotional unrest and vulnerability to an end is what now is all about. String your pearls of wisdom gained and let the rest float. Waiting is good.

Ideas for Change
Here is a time, perhaps not particularly conscious, when there is deep insight touching into any raw nerves you might have lying around, and we all have them. These imprints can provide insight into your own inner need for change.
Wednesday  
Feb 2011  
02  

Plans to Change  
Moon Semisextile Pluto (Wax) Transit to Transit  
Deep, and perhaps dark, sensitive areas of our mind have been stirred, and the various thoughts that emerge give rise to action, or at least plans for action, the need to do something about what we have felt and thought.

Thursday  
Feb 2011  
03  

Barriers to Change  
Moon Semisquare Pluto (Wax) Transit to Transit  
At best, a time of strict control of the more sensitive areas of your mind, but more likely mini eruptions from the past or deep-seated memories need to be worked into the fabric of your day-to-day life. A need to distinguish these moments from those quite-normal obstacles that arise to be dealt with. There could be very sensitive issues aired.

Friday  
Feb 2011  
04  

Put Up with Change  
Moon Sextile Pluto (Wax) Transit to Transit  
A little burst of energy gives you a wee bit of latitude for dealing with what could be some deep-seated emotional issues or just plain eruptions from the past. Best to embrace all of these, even if it means humbling yourself, for the sake of bringing through the best that can be made of this experience. A sensitive time, perhaps with feelings of real vulnerability.

Monday  
Feb 2011  
07  

Signs of Change  
Moon Square Pluto (Wax) Transit to Transit  
Something of a turning point, where power struggles and emotionally sensitive moments could give way to actual signs of progress in these areas, actually manifesting something real that all can see. Equally, this could mean embarrassing eruptions from the past or our subconscious.

Wednesday  
Feb 2011  
09  

Embody Control  
Moon Trine Pluto (Wax) Transit to Transit  
A wave of energy gives you a window into making some changes, and building a better framework to hold and handle deep-seated emotional issues and taboo areas, where you tend to feel vulnerable. This is depth psychology.
### Efforts to Change

Here you may have a struggle between the forces of change and transformation, and simple mundane obstacles to moving forward. The tendency may be to blow what irritates us out of the water with a burst of intense power, but a better use would be to negotiate their demands, pay them their dues, and move around them. This is a time to move forward, however, not go back.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Effort To Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feb 10</td>
<td>Pluto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 11</td>
<td>John Boehner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 12</td>
<td>February 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Changes Blocked

Sensitive issues are front and sensitive and any progress in those areas met head-on with one obstacle or another. Don’t be dissuaded from progressing. These blocks are more do to a need on your part to consider a more tactful and responsible approach to this information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Changes Blocked</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feb 10</td>
<td>Pluto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 11</td>
<td>John Boehner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 12</td>
<td>February 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Tying Up Loose Ends

Hammer on home on how you handle powerful disruptive emotions, skeletons in your closet, and whatever makes you feel most vulnerable. Now is the time to explore these issues, connecting them into some network that works better than the one you have up till now. Not a time to speculate, but one to tie in your psychology in an organized fashion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Tying Loose Ends</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feb 10</td>
<td>Pluto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 11</td>
<td>John Boehner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 12</td>
<td>February 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### The Experience

At best, this could be an experience of how deep your emotions can run, perhaps rattling a few skeletons in your closet. At worst, this can be an emotionally harrowing time, complete with volcano-like eruptions from your past and white-knuckle hanging on.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>The Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feb 10</td>
<td>Pluto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 11</td>
<td>John Boehner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 12</td>
<td>February 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Training

Getting hold of or a handle on what could be described as emotionally disruptive parts of your psyche is welcome at this point. The experience is passing, and you should be aware of it enough to own it and take control. However, don’t expect an easy job of it. It will take awareness and work to make it right.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Training</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feb 10</td>
<td>Pluto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 11</td>
<td>John Boehner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 12</td>
<td>February 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Bend with Change

Getting hold of or a handle on what could be described as emotionally disruptive parts of your psyche at hand. However, don’t expect an easy job of it. It will take awareness and work to make it right. Most of all, it will be hard times if push on as you have in the past. Time for a more giving approach, as in “giving in.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Bend With Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feb 10</td>
<td>Pluto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 11</td>
<td>John Boehner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 12</td>
<td>February 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conserving

Getting a little distance on your own sensitive emotions is in order. Time to call it a wrap, and to begin sorting out the empty cans from the full ones, taking an emotional inventory. Some sense of humor may be required, for this may be sensitive stuff.

Public Control

A shift in perspective allows you to let slip any personal attachment (not that there is probably much anyway) to possible disrupting experiences or emotions, and take a more objective point of view. The distance lets you accept what has passed, and put it into perspective. You can own it.

Emotionally Critical

Picking through the trash of an experience that may have been very emotional and touched on some raw nerves is easier now that you have both the much-needed energy to handle it, and some real objectivity to examine it. Sort it out and look for those pearls of wisdom. As for the rest? Forget about it.

Hard Changes

The end of what may have been a moving experience, one that involved extreme sensitivity and even vulnerability on your part. This hardship may continue, but can be avoided by accepting the whole thing, and letting it go. Let it pass.

The Cauldron

Drawing conclusions, bringing a time of perhaps emotional unrest and vulnerability to an end is what now is all about. String your pearls of wisdom gained and let the rest float. Waiting is good.

Accepting Change

With the rush of energy, the forces of change within us meet the guardians at the threshold, demanding their piece of silver or whatever demands crop up. Ignoring or violating them would only stain your progress, so the best advice is to suffer their requirements, pay the dues, and move on, for the sake of the future.

Ideas for Change

Here is a time, perhaps not particularly conscious, when there is deep insight touching into any raw nerves you might have lying around, and we all have them. These imprints can provide insight into your own inner need for change.
Tuesday Mar 2011
01

Plans to Change

Deep, and perhaps dark, sensitive areas of our mind have been stirred, and the various thoughts that emerge give rise to action, or at least plans for action, the need to do something about what we have felt and thought.

Wednesday Mar 2011
02

Barriers to Change

At best, a time of strict control of the more sensitive areas of your mind, but more likely mini eruptions from the past or deep-seated memories need to be worked into the fabric of your day-to-day life. A need to distinguish these moments from those quite-normal obstacles that arise to be dealt with. There could be very sensitive issues aired.

Friday Mar 2011
04

Put Up with Change

A little burst of energy gives you a wee bit of latitude for dealing with what could be some deep-seated emotional issues or just plain eruptions from the past. Best to embrace all of these, even if it means humbling yourself, for the sake of bringing through the best that can be made of this experience. A sensitive time, perhaps with feelings of real vulnerability.

Sunday Mar 2011
06

Signs of Change

Something of a turning point, where power struggles and emotionally sensitive moments could give way to actual signs of progress in these areas, actually manifesting something real that all can see. Equally, this could mean embarrassing eruptions from the past or our subconscious.

Wednesday Mar 2011
09

Embody Control

A wave of energy gives you a window into making some changes, and building a better framework to hold and handle deep-seated emotional issues and taboo areas, where you tend to feel vulnerable. This is depth psychology.
Changes Blocked
Sensitive issues are front and sensitive and any progress in those areas met head-on with one obstacle or another. Don’t be dissuaded from progressing. These blocks are more do to a need on your part to consider a more tactful and responsible approach to this information.

Tying Up Loose Ends
Hammer on home on how you handle powerful disruptive emotions, skeletons in your closet, and whatever makes you feel most vulnerable. Now is the time to explore these issues, connecting them into some network that works better than the one you have up till now. Not a time to speculate, but one to tie in your psychology in an organized fashion.

The Experience
At best, this could be an experience of how deep your emotions can run, perhaps rattling a few skeletons in your closet. At worst, this can be an emotionally harrowing time, complete with volcano-like eruptions from your past and white-knuckle hanging on.

Training
Getting hold of or a handle on what could be described as emotionally disruptive parts of your psyche is welcome at this point. The experience is passing, and you should be aware of it enough to own it and take control. However, don’t expect an easy job of it. It will take awareness and work to make it right.

Bend with Change
Getting hold of or a handle on what could be described as emotionally disruptive parts of your psyche at hand. However, don’t expect an easy job of it. It will take awareness and work to make it right. Most of all, it will be hard times if push on as you have in the past. Time for a more giving approach, as in “giving in.”

Conserving
Getting a little distance on your own sensitive emotions is in order. Time to call it a wrap, and to begin sorting out the empty cans from the full ones, taking an emotional inventory. Some sense of humor may be required, for this may be sensitive stuff.
Public Control

A shift in perspective allows you to let slip any personal attachment (not that there is probably much anyway) to possible disrupting experiences or emotions, and take a more objective point of view. The distance lets you accept what has passed, and put it into perspective. You can own it.

Emotionally Critical

Picking through the trash of an experience that may have been very emotional and touched on some raw nerves is easier now that you have both the much-needed energy to handle it, and some real objectivity to examine it. Sort it out and look for those pearls of wisdom. As for the rest? Forget about it.

Hard Changes

The end of what may have been a moving experience, one that involved extreme sensitivity and even vulnerability on your part. This hardship may continue, but can be avoided by accepting the whole thing, and letting it go. Let it pass.

The Cauldron

Drawing conclusions, bringing a time of perhaps emotional unrest and vulnerability to an end is what now is all about. String your pearls of wisdom gained and let the rest float. Waiting is good.

Ideas for Change

Here is a time, perhaps not particularly conscious, when there is deep insight touching into any raw nerves you might have lying around, and we all have them. These imprints can provide insight into your own inner need for change.

Signs of Change

Here is one of those turning points, where real change is finally manifest, and in a clear, and possible somewhat intense or personal form. You are making a point here, one that clearly alters the status quo and can be seen by yourself and the world around you. It may have some real punch and be very personal.

Plans to Change

Deep, and perhaps dark, sensitive areas of our mind have been stirred, and the various thoughts that emerge give rise to action, or at least plans for action, the need to do something about what we have felt and thought.
Wednesday
Mar 2011
30

Barriers to Change

At best, a time of strict control of the more sensitive areas of your mind, but more likely mini eruptions from the past or deep-seated memories need to be worked into the fabric of your day-to-day life. A need to distinguish these moments from those quite-normal obstacles that arise to be dealt with. There could be very sensitive issues aired.

Thursday
Mar 2011
31

Put Up with Change

A little burst of energy gives you a wee bit of latitude for dealing with what could be some deep-seated emotional issues or just plain eruptions from the past. Best to embrace all of these, even if it means humbling yourself, for the sake of bringing through the best that can be made of this experience. A sensitive time, perhaps with feelings of real vulnerability.
Conclusion
This is one of "The Lights" series of life-area reports from Matrix Software, one for each of the planets in relations to the astrological lights, the Sun and the Moon, the two most potent chart facts. Feel free to check out the other planet reports. We hope you enjoyed this report and forecast.